
Trivia!! 
1. Name the largest freshwater lake in the world. 
2. Name the world's biggest island. 
3. Which country is Prague in? 
4. Name the actor who starred in 142 films including The Quiet 

Man, The Shootist, The Searchers and Stagecoach. 
5. What colour is a Himalayan poppy? 
6. What does the term 'piano' mean musically? 
7. Which Shakespeare play features Shylock? 
8. May Queen, Wisley Crab, Foxwhelps and Lane's Prince Albert are 

all species of what? 
9. Which four British cities have underground rail systems? 
10. What is the official nickname of Texas? 
11. How many degrees are in a circle? 
12. Nephophobia is a fear of what? 
13. Ōkunoshima is an island off of Japan that’s completely 

overrun with ___________________. 
14. There's a whole museum dedicated to 

_____________________ in Columbus, Georgia. 
15. ________________________________ is the only U.S. 

president to hold a patent. 
16. Art Deco is a style movement that took place during what 

decade? 
17. Which TV series is famous for the tagline "Live well and 

prosper"? 
18. Chicago is the largest city in which US state? 
19. Which author is responsible for works like Pride and 

Prejudice and Sense and Sensibility? 
20. A shape with seven sides is called a what? 



Riddles 
1. What runs around the whole yard without moving? 

 
2. What can you catch but never throw? 

 
3. What 4-letter word can be written forward, backward or 

upside down, and can still be read from left to right? 
 

4. I have holes on the top and bottom. I have holes on my left 
and on my right. And I have holes in the middle, yet I still 
hold water. What am I? 

 
5. I can be English, Roman, Latin or Greek. I come in 

different amounts and you can mix and match me, and I 
can take on an almost infinite number of forms. What am 
I? 



Jokes 
 

1. A woman in labor suddenly shouted, “Shouldn’t! Wouldn’t! Couldn’t! 
Didn’t! Can’t!” “Don’t worry,” said the doc. “Those are just 
contractions.” 

2. What do you call a boomerang that doesn’t work? A stick 
3. What weighs more, a gallon of water or a gallon of butane? The 

water. Butane is lighter fluid. 
4. What kind of jokes are told on a farm?  Corny ones. 
5. What has T in the beginning, T in the middle, and T at the end?  A 

teapot. 
6. What do you call a penguin in the desert? Lost 

7. A guy gets pulled over by a cop. The cop asks, “You’re speeding! 
Didn’t you see the speed limit sign?”  The man replied, “Yeah I saw 
the speed limit sign, but I didn’t see you.” 

8. The last year I entered a marathon. The race started and 
immediately I was the last of the runners. It was embarrassing. The 
guy who was in front of me, second to last, was making fun of me. 
He said, “Hey buddy, how does it feel to be last?” I replied, “You 
really want to know?” Then I dropped out of the race. 

9. A Roman walk into a bar, holds up two fingers and says, “Five beers, 
please.” 

10. Why do cows wear bells? Because their horns don’t work 
 

 

  



Things to do While Quarantined 
  If the weather is nice, try to go outside on a walk. This will help 
get you fresh clean air, gets you some vitamin D and helps you not feel 
stuck inside 
 Plan a small trip/vacation once this pandemic is over 
 Go through your clothes (like trying them on to see if they fit), 
books, and anything in the house that you don’t use and separate to 
donate later 
 Call your family, this helps with social isolation, plus they might be 
stuck inside too! 
 Read a book download Duolingo and learn a new language (if you 
have a smart phone) or do a puzzle, that way you keep your brain 
engaged 
 Pick up a new hobby 
 Zoos, museums, national parks, farms, major tourist attractions, 
and aquariums have set up webcams so that you feel like you are there 
so you can visit it virtually 

o To visit national parks and tourist attractions, use Google 
Earth 

o British Museum: https://britishmuseum.withgoogle.com/ 
o Great wall of china: 

https://www.thechinaguide.com/destination/great-wall-of-
china 

o African Wildlife: https://explore.org/livecams/african-
wildlife/african-watering-hole-animal-camera 

o Montery Bay Aquarium: 
https://www.montereybayaquarium.org/animals/live-
cams/penguin-cam 
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Recipes from Maria’s Abuela 
Tuna con Salsita (Tuna with Tomato Sauce) *Good for Fasters* 
Ingredients: 

Canned Tuna 
Small can of tomato sauce (you don’t need all of it) 
Onion 
Oil (I recommend olive oil, but any oil works) 
Salt and pepper (to taste) 
Rice or pasta (like fusilli or elbow) 
 

Directions 

1. Cook the rice or pasta as normal 

2. Dice onions and sauté the onion in a large frying pan with a little of oil 

3. Pours some of the tomato sauce in the frying pan with a little water until it starts to bubble and 
reduce 

3.  Drain most of the liquids from the can of tuna and adds it to the sauce 

4. Stir the tuna in the sauce mixture until it all is cooked together and put the temperature down 
to low 

5.  2 ways to serve: 1. Put the rice/pasta in a large bowl and add the tuna into it and mix it all 
together 2. Put the rice/pasta in a large bowl and the tuna in a different bowl, serve separately so you 
can put the amount of tuna that you want on the rice or pasta 

6.  Season with salt and pepper and serve! 

  



 

Quick and easy: Tuna con Coditos (Tuna with Elbow Pasta) 
Ingredients: 

Canned tuna 
Salt 
Vinegar 
Onion 
Oil 
Elbow noodles 
Mayonnaise 
 

Directions:  

1. Cook the pasta as normal 
2. Dice the onions into small pieces 
3. Mix some vinegar, salt, pepper, onion and oil in a small bowl 
4. Drain the tuna of most of its liquids and put it in a bowl with a spoonful of mayonnaise and mix 

thoroughly 
5. Take a small spoon and scoop a little of the vinegar mixture into the tuna and mix well 
6. Put the pasta in a large bowl and add a small scoop of mayonnaise 
7. Add the Tuna and mix will. 
8. Add more vinegar mixture if needed and serve! 

  



Fun Game for the Family/ Small group 
gatherings 

Scattegories 
How to win, be the most creative/unique 

Begin each round by picking a random letter (A-Z) and start the timer. You can’t use a 
letter twice in the same game. 

Players attempt to create an answer that begins with the letter on the die for each of the 
categories on their list. 

Set a timer for 3 minutes 

Answers must begin with the letter that you chose. 
Articles (A/An/The) do not fulfill the beginning letter requirement. Instead, the word 
following the article will be the letter that counts. For instance, if the letter was “W” and the 
category was “TV Shows,” The Walking Dead would count as an acceptable answer; 
however, the answer would be unacceptable if a “T” had been rolled. 
Players cannot use the same answer twice in the same round, even if it would otherwise be 
acceptable. 
Last names can be used first, for example “Bush, George” as an answer for a US President 
beginning with “B.” 
Get creative. You can be flexible with you answers. Other players can challenge you, 
though, and answers that fail a group vote won’t count toward your score. 

Write each answer on your Scattergories scorepad. When time’s up, immediately stop 
writing. 

 Scoring/Winning: 
Players take turns reading their lists. Cross out any answers that matched another player’s. 
Players score one point for each answer not crossed out.  

Award extra points for alliteration. (Horrible spelling aside, Krispy Kremes would earn two 
points for a rolled “K” in the “Breakfast Foods”category).  

  



Trivial Pursuit 
 

Pick something from around your home to use as your game piece 

Roll a dice and move your piece that many spaces 

Whatever color you land on determine which question you get asked from 
another player 

Have someone ask you the question 

If you get the question right, you get a point. 

If you get it right, you get to go again. 

Whoever gets a total of 6 points wins! 

If you land on a dice, that means you must roll again 

  



Scattegories 

List 1:  1. A boy's name   2. U.S. Cities  3. Things that are cold 
4. School Supplies  5. Pro Sports Teams  6. Insects  7. Breakfast 
foods  8. Furniture  9. TV Shows  10. Things that are found in 
the ocean   11. Presidents  12. Product Names 

List 2  1. Vegetables  2. States  3. Things you throw away  4. 
Occupations  5. Appliances  6. Cartoon Characters  7. Types of 
drink  8. Musical Groups  9. Store Names  10. Things at a 
football game  11. Trees  12. Personality Traits 

List 3  1. Articles of clothing   2. Desserts  3. Car parts 
 4. Things found on a map  5. Athletes  6. 4-letter words 
 7. Items in a refrigerator  8. Farm animals  9. Street names 
10. Things on a beach  11. Colors   12. Tools 

List 4  1. Sports  2. Song titles  3. Parts of the body  4. Ethnic 
foods  5. Things you shout  6. Birds  7. A girl's name          
8. Ways to get from here to there  9. Items in a kitchen    
 10. Villains/monsters   11. Flowers        12. Things you replace 

List 5  1. Sandwiches  2. Items in a catalog     
 3. World leaders/politicians  4. School subjects  5. Excuses 
for being late  6. Ice cream flavors  7. Things that jump/bounce       
8. Television stars  9. Things in a park  10. Foreign cities        
11. Stones/gems  12. Musical instruments 

List 6  1. Things that are sticky  2. Awards/ceremonies         
3. Cars  4. Spices/herbs   5. Bad habits     
 6. Cosmetics/toiletries  7. Celebrities  8. Cooking utensils   
9. Reptiles/amphibians  10. Parks  11. Leisure activities   
 12. Things you're allergic to  



Scattegories 

List 7  1. Fictional characters  2. Menu items  3. Magazines 
 4. Capitals   5. Kinds of candy  6. Items you save up to buy 
7. Footwear  8. Something you keep hidden  9. Items in a suitcase 
10. Things with tails  11. Sports equipment   12. Crimes 

List 8  1. Nicknames  2. Things in the sky  3. Pizza toppings 
 4. Colleges/universities  5. Fish  6. Countries           
7. Things that have spots  8. Historical figures                      
9. Something you're afraid of  10. Terms of measurement         
11. Items in this room  12. Book titles 

List 9  1. Restaurants  2. Notorious people  3. Fruits  4. Things 
in a medicine cabinet   5. Toys  6. Household chores  7. Bodies 
of water  8. Authors   9. Halloween costumes  10. Weapons 
11. Things that are round  12. Words associated with exercise 

List 10  1. Heroes  2. Gifts/presents  3. Terms of endearment  
4. Kinds of dances  5. Things that are black  6. Vehicles  7. 
Tropical locations  8. College majors  9. Dairy products  10. 
Things in a souvenir shop  12. World records 

List 11  1. Baby foods  2. Famous duos and trios  3. Things found 
in a desk  4. Vacation spots  5. Diseases  6. Words associated 
with money  7. Items in a vending machine  8. Movie titles  9. 
Games  10. Things that you wear  11. Beers  12. Things at a circus 

List 12  1. Famous females  2. Medicine/drugs  3. Things made 
of metal  4. Hobbies  5. People in uniform  6. Things you plug in 
7. Animals  8. Languages  9. Names used in the bible  10. Junk food 
11. Things that grow   12. Companies 



Find the umbrella within the ostriches Find the caterpillar within the sushi 

Find the turtle in the lily pads Find the mushrooms in the jellyfish 

Find the snake in the watermelons 



  



  



 

  



 

Answers: 
 

Trivia 
1. Lake Superior 
2. Greenland 
3. Czech Republic 
4. John Wayne 
5. Blue 
6. To be played softly 
7. The Merchant of Vence 
8. Apples 
9. Liverpool, Glasgow, Newcastle and London. 
10. The Lone Star State 
11. 360 
12. Clouds 
13. Rabbits 
14. Lunch boxes 
15. Abraham Lincoln 
16. 1920s 
17. Star Trek 
18. Illinois 
19. Jane Austen 
20. Heptagon 

 

Riddles 
1. A fence 
2. A cold 
3. NOON 
4. A sponge 
5. the alphabet 
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